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EP Order 
picking 
Solutions 
JX Series
With an ever growing industry 
in the E-Commerce sector as 
well as the needs for order 
picking solutions in retail, DIY 
markets and production, EP 
has developed a series of 
order picking solutions, 
tailored around the needs of 
the modern order picking 
warehouse.

Retail, DIY, maintenance and inventory work

In retail stores, cash&carry as well as DIY markets, 
shelves need to be replenished regularly to ensure the 
best shopping experience for the customer. In the past 
this job was done with either ladders, a dangerous and 
ineffective solution, or with reach trucks with goods on 
pallets and blocked aisles. Similar truck requirements are 
seen for maintenance & inventory work, where a man-up 
truck with small turning cycle and simple handling is 
needed. EP developed the JX0 entry level order picker to 
match these requirements. Find out more on page 3-6.

Order picking and E-Commerce

In the past most order picking jobs where carried out on 
ground level to increase the productivity, while stock was 
replenished to the bottom layer with reach & fork trucks. 
In recent years, driven by the E-Commerce industries 
picks per order get smaller and the need to collect differ-
ent products from different levels has increased.
To maximise flexibility for the driver and increase produc-
tivity, EP has developed the JX1, a professional order 
picker with a 20% higher pickrate per hour and a picking 
height of up to 6.5m. Find out more on page 3-6.
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Entry level order picker / work assist vehicle

Low/Medium volume order picking and retail environment

Max. Platform height: 2.99m - Picking height 4.50m

Truck size: 1365x1440x750mm, turning radius (1260), suitable for narrow spaces

Light and flexible

AGM Battery (maintenance free), Li-Ion as option

JX1
The professional order picker

High volume order picking in a warehouse environment

Max Platform height: 4.80m - Picking height 6.3m

Truck Size 1590x1500x800, turning radius (1385), suitable for narrow aisles in the warehouse

Strong and steady

AGM Battery (maintenance free), Large Lead-Acid battery as option. Simple Battery exchange
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imple operation

The JX0 comes with great ergonomics. The usability 
in narrow aisles and for rookie users is simple due to 
the steering wheel which always shows the driver 
the exact driving direction and reduces the risk of 
damage in the warehouse.
The truck is equipped with a large tray that can be 
lifted and lowered electrically. This option is 
standard at the EP machine show tray

table mast design

Our work assist vehicle has not only been tested 
under European and US safety regulations, it also 
comes with a much more stable mast design to 
ensure stability and safety at large heights. 

riving performance

Due to the three-point drive system the truck can be 
operated especially precise. Compared to truck with 
four-point drive system it allows a smaller turning 
radius and more predictable and precise navigation 
through the warehouse or shop.

afety

The JX0 is equipped with all state of the art safety 
features like:
Automatic gate lock when lifted
Foot Switch for safe usage
Tilting sensor

Technical specifications

rgonomically optimized

The JX1 was designed around the driver and gives 
great ergonomics. Compared to entry level work 
assist vehicles, the JX1 offers more space on the 
platform helping the driver stand more comfortable 
and increase productivity due to easier handling of 
goods.

arge tray

The large picking tray with a size of 800*520mm 
offers great space for goods and tools. It can also be 
electrically lifted and lowered to ensure an ergonomic 
height at all times.

ptimized entry

The JX1 has entry bars on both left and right side of 
the truck to ensure maximum flexibility and increased 
productivity.

owing carts

To ensure maximum flexibility in the picking process, 
a clutch can be equipped to the JX1 allowing it to 
pull carts of up to 1to. Perfect for picking several 
orders at once or restocking shelves.

Technical specifications

Truck JX0
Stand height, elevated mm 3000
rated capacity  on front platform kg 90
rated capacity  on behind  platform kg 110
rated capacity  on standing platform kg 136
Service weight include battery kg 800
Height, mast lowered mm 1365
Overall length mm 1440
Overall width mm 750
Ground clearance, center of wheelbase mm 35
Travel speed, laden/ unladen km/h 6/6.5
Battery voltage/nominal capacity K5 V/Ah 24/120
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JX0 JX1
your flexible and stable work assist vehicle
The JX0 meets the need of retail, occasional order picking, inventory as well as 
maintenance work with a lifting height of 2.99m and a picking height of over 4.5m

the ultimate picking machine
The JX1 is a worldwide unique order picker. Small, flexible but yet powerfull it can 
lift up to 4880mm and increase productivity by 20%.
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Truck JX1(3200) JX1(3600) JX1(4100) JX1(4880)
Stand height, elevated mm 3200 3600 4100 4880
rated capacity  on front platform kg 227 227 Δ227 Δ227
rated capacity  on behind  platform kg 137 137 137 137
rated capacity  on standing platform kg 136 136 136 136
Service weight include battery kg 1160 1230 1340 1530
Height, mast lowered mm 1590 1670 2120 2120
Overall length mm 1500 1500 1500 1610
Overall width mm 800 800 800 860
Ground clearance, center of wheelbase mm 50 50 50 50
drive speed, laden/unladen km/h 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
Battery voltage/nominal capacity K5 V/Ah 24V/224AH 24V/224AH 24V/224AH 24V/280AH 
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OLID CONSTRUCTIONS
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LOGISTICSINSIDE TEST REPORT

JX1 order picker 
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ASY USEe

MOOTH AND MANAGEABLES

ERFORMANCE AND ENERGY CONSUMPTIONp

ONCLUSIONc



Truck JX2-1
Stand height, elevated mm 1220
rated capacity kg 700
Service weight include battery kg 1620
Height, mast lowered mm 1560
Overall length mm 2520
Overall width mm 800
Ground clearance, center of wheelbase mm 50
Travel speed, laden/ unladen km/h 8
Battery voltage/nominal capacity K5 V/Ah 360

（ ）

Truck J2-3 3200 J2-3 3600（ ） （ ）

Stand height, elevated mm 2620 3020
rated capacity kg 700 700
Service weight include battery kg 1620 1650
Height, mast lowered mm 2200 2330
Overall length mm 2750 2750
Overall width mm 800 800
Ground clearance, center of wheelbase mm 50 50
Travel speed, laden/ unladen km/h 8 8
Battery voltage/nominal capacity K5 V/Ah 360 360

（ ）

Truck JX2-4 126in JX2-4 144in JX2-4 162in（ ） （ ）（ ）

Stand height, elevated mm 3365 3765 4265
rated capacity kg 1000 1000 1000(500)
Service weight include battery kg 1900 1965 2050
Height, mast lowered mm 2270 2360 2610
Overall length mm 2750 2750 2750
Overall width mm 860 860 860
Ground clearance, center of wheelbase mm 50 50 50
Travel speed, laden/ unladen km/h 8 8 8
Battery voltage/nominal capacity K5 V/Ah 360 360 360
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fork lift with work platform, also free liftJX2-1

fork movement same with JX2-1, with overhead 
guardJX2-3

fork lift with work platform, no free lift, no front 
guardJX2-4

ifference structureD

JX2  SERIES
Medium order picker equipped with forks

Suitable for lifting goods with pallets

Total lifting capacity up to one ton (JX2-4)

The sensitive control system gives you a smooth and accurate working feeling.

The full steel covered truck body ensures a safe and stable truck to work with and a high durability
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